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9th October 2018
Horrible Histories? Rotten Romans? Cut-throat Celts? Vicious Vikings? Heard of these?
On Friday November the 9th we will become the ‘Eager Edgar-Sewterians’ as we will be hosting an
exciting Roman History Day with the team from ‘Portals to the Past’, a historical group who run
exciting, immersive and inspiring history workshops for schools (and some of whom have starred in
the Horrible History episodes).
These time travellers will share their depth of knowledge that goes beyond any text book page, and
extends to clothing, artefacts, weapons, language and even the way that they act. In addition, the
team will bring along genuine historical artefacts to share with the children.
We are keeping costs low, with no transport nor entrance fees needed and by teaming up with
Wenhaston Primary we ask for just £4.75 for an expected fun-filled day.
Children are also invited to dress up for the day and we have been sent examples of how easy this
can be – details and examples for making cheaply your own costume, improvising with what you
already have will be added to the year 3/4 area of the website.
Please complete the following form, giving permission for photos to be taken during the day, and
return money to the school office by Friday 2nd November,
Many thanks
Miss Reeve and the Year 3/4 team
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Name of child _______________________________ Class __________
Please TICK  to give permission or CROSS X to withhold permission.
I give permission for photographs to be taken of my child during the Roman History Day, Friday 9th
November, with the understanding that they may be used on either Edgar Sewter School’s website,
or Wenhaston School’s website or Portals to the Past website.
I do not want photographs to be taken of my child.





I enclose a £4.75 contribution towards the cost of the day.



Signed: ________________________________________ (parent/carer) Date: _________________

